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Optical absorption in Fibonacci lattices at finite temperature
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We consider the dynamics of Frenkel excitons on quasiperiodic lattices, focusing our attention on the
Fibonacci case as a typical example. We evaluate the absorption spectrum by solving numerically the equation
of motion of the Frenkel-exciton problem on the lattice. Besides the main absorption line, satellite lines appear
in the high-energy side of the spectra, which we have related to the underlying quasiperiodic order. The
influence of lattice vibrations on the absorption line shape is also considered. We find that the characteristic
features of the absorption spectra should be observable even at room temperature. Consequently, we propose
that excitons act as a probe of the topology of the lattice even when thermal vibrations reduce their quantum
coherence.@S0163-1829~97!07238-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional quasiperiodic systems have been
subject of intensive theoretical studies because of their
usual properties, such as fractal energy spectra and
similar wave functions. Several electronic properties of th
systems can be inferred from optical measurements: In
ticular, optical-absorption techniques are suitable for th
characterization because quasiperiodic order causes th
currence of well-defined lines which do not arise in perio
or random systems.1 In previous works1–4 we have focused
our attention on Frenkel excitons in Fibonacci lattices
typical examples of low-dimensional quasiperiodic system
By solving numerically the equation of motion of Frenk
excitons on the lattice, in which on-site energies take on
values following the Fibonacci sequence, we found that
characteristic satellites observed in the high-energy side
the absorption spectra correspond to well-defined peak
the Fourier transform of the lattice. This result is importa
since it enables us to find a simple relationship between
underlying long-range order and optical measurements.
to the long-range nature of Fibonacci order, it is clear t
quantum coherence of excitons over large distances is
quired to observe these characteristic features. In most
tems, however, there are inelastic-scattering mechan
which could result in a reduction of the coherence leng
Among them, the effect of lattice vibrations on the optic
absorption line shape has long been a subject of spe
interest.5

In this paper we investigate optical absorption due
Frenkel excitons in Fibonacci lattices at finite temperatu
To this end, we consider the Frenkel Hamiltonian and
clude the exciton-phonon interaction. We follow closely t
approach previously introduced by Schreiber and Toyoza5

in periodic lattices to take into account exciton-phonon int
action. We use a general treatment to study the dynamic
Frenkel excitons in these lattices, solve the microsco
560163-1829/97/56~17!/10737~3!/$10.00
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equation of motion proposed by Huber and Ching,6 and find
the optical-absorption spectrum. The optical line shape
different temperatures is obtained. The main aim of the pa
is to demonstrate that the satellite peaks appearing in
high-energy portion of the spectrum,1 which characterize the
long-range order of the lattice, are still present and obse
able at finite temperature. If so, we will have shown th
excitons act as a probe of the lattice structure even at fi
temperature.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL AT ZERO TEMPERATURE

We consider a system ofN optically active centers occu
pying positions on a linear regular lattice. The Frenk
Hamiltonian describing this system can be written as follo
~we use units such that\51)

H5(
n

Vnan
†an2J(

n
~an

†an111an11
† an!. ~1!

Herean
† (an) creates~annihilates! an electronic excitation of

energyVn at siten, andJ is the hopping integral. Any arbi-
trary Fibonacci system presents two kind of building bloc
In our case, we choose those blocks as individual centeA
andB, with Vn5VA or Vn5VB .1 The Fibonacci sequenceSn
is generated by appending then22 sequence to then21
one, i.e.,Sn5$Sn21Sn22%. This construction algorithm re
quires the initial conditionsS05B and S15A. The n se-
quence hasN5Fn elements, whereFn denotes thenth Fi-
bonacci number satisfying Fn5Fn211Fn22 with
F05F151. As n increases the ratioFn21 /Fn converges to
t5(A521)/250.618 . . . , an irrational number which is
known as the inverse golden mean. Therefore, lattice cen
are arranged according to the Fibonacci seque
ABAABABA. . . , where the fraction ofB centers is
c;12t.
10 737 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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The line shapeI (E) of an optical-absorption process
which a single exciton is created in a lattice withN centers
can be obtained as6

I ~E!52
2

pNE0

`

dte2atsin~Et! ImS (
n

Gn~ t ! D , ~2!

where the factor exp(2at) takes into account the broadenin
due to the instrumental resolution function of half widtha
and the correlation functionsGn(t) obey the equation of mo
tion

i
d

dt
Gn~ t !5(

l
HnlGl~ t !, ~3!

with the initial conditionGn(0)51. The diagonal element
of the tridiagonal matrixHnl are Vn whereas off-diagona
elements are simply given by2J.

III. EXCITON-PHONON PROBLEM

In the previous section we have summarized the li
shape problem at zero temperature. Now we deal with
exciton-phonon coupling and its influence on the optic
absorption spectra. Under lattice vibrations the on-site
ergy will be subject to spatial and temporal fluctuation5

around their zero-temperature values,VA andVB . By means
of the Franck-Condon approximation and assuming that
brational modes at different sites are independent, Schre
and Toyozawa5 cast the problem into an equivalent one w
random on-site correlations

^VnVn8&5D2dnn8. ~4!

The approximations involved in writing Eq.~4! are correct in
several cases of interest, such as optical modes in inorg
crystals. Therefore, we will consider in what follows th
finite-temperature problem by using random on-site ener
with Gaussian distribution

P~Vn!5 S 1

2pD2D 1/2

expS 2
~Vn2^V&n!2

2D2 D , ~5!

^V&n being eitherVA or VB according to the Fibonacci se
quence. HereD254gJkBT in one-dimension, whereg is the
exciton-phonon coupling andkB is the Boltzmann’s constant

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have solved numerically the equation of motion~3!
with random on-site energies distributed according to
~5!. As typical parameters we have chosenVA54.0 eV,
VB54.8 eV, andJ50.5 eV so that the exciton bandwidth
W54J52.0 eV. In addition, we have takeng51. We have
checked that the main features of all lines of the spectra
independent of the system size. Hereafter we will ta
N5F125233 as a representative value. The width of t
instrumental resolution wasa50.1 eV. Results at finite tem
perature comprise 25 thermal averages, i.e., averages
realizations ofVn .

In the pureA lattice (Vn5VA) at zero temperature th
spectrum consists of a single Lorentzian line centered
E(A)5VA22J53.0 eV. On increasing temperature this lin
-
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is also Lorentzian-shaped for weak scattering (D!W).5 No-
tice that the weak scattering case is an excellent approxi
tion in the whole temperature range of interest. Figure
shows the results for a pureA lattice atT577 K. As soon as
B centers are introduced into the lattice according to
Fibonacci inflation rule, the main absorption line is shift
towards higher energies. The value of the energy shift can
computed using standard perturbation techniques to ob
DE5(12t)(VB2VA).1 Therefore, the main absorption lin
of the Fibonacci lattice at zero temperature is centered
E(AB)5(12t)VB1tVA22J53.3 eV. Since we are in the
weak scattering regime, the main absorption line is s
Lorentzian, as it can be seen in Fig. 1 atT577 K. Besides
this main absorption line, a satellite line can also be obser
in the high-energy part of the spectrum of the Fibonacci
tice, centered at about 5.2 eV at zero temperature~see Fig.
1!. Using again standard perturbation techniques,1 it is pos-
sible to demonstrate that a series of satellite peaks ap
centered at

Ep
~AB!5E~AB!14Jsin2~ptp!, ~6!

wherep52,3, . . . .These satellite peaks are the fingerpr
of the Davidov splitting7 since the Fibonacci lattice can b
regarded as a crystal with a large unit cell. From Eq.~6! we
obtainE2

(AB)55.0 eV, close to the satellite observed in Fi
1. Similarly E3

(AB)54.2 eV and so on. However, the remai
ing satellites are hidden by the main absorption line a
cannot be observed in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of the Fibona
lattice at different temperatures. We observe that the m
absorption line is broadened and shifted to lower energies
increasing temperature. Most interestingly, the satellite l
mentioned above is clearly observed even at room temp
ture. At higher temperature (T5800 K! the satellite is not
well defined, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Some interes
physical conclusions can be drawn from these results. F
of all, the quantum coherence required to observe the sa
lites in the high-energy region of the spectra is not co
pletely lost even at room temperature. The satellite line
caused by the coupling of two excitonic modes, namely
lowest-lying and that with momentumk5t2N, through the
topology of the quasiperiodic lattice.1 At zero temperature

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra for a Fibonacci lattice~solid line!
and a pureA lattice ~dashed line! at T577 K.
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exciton wave functions extend over the whole lattice andsee
the long-range quasiperiodic order. On increasing temp
ture this coherence is partially lost but excitons still det
the long-range order. Further temperature increment~say,
above room temperature with our model parameters! yields
excitons so localized that they cannot see the quasiperi
order. At this point it is useful to recall the concept ofco-
herently bound centers.8,9 Due to finite-temperature effects
the number of coherently bound centersN* is smaller than
the system sizeN. This parameter can be determined from8,9

N* 5S 3p2
J

D D 2/3

5S 9p4J

4gkBTD 1/3

. ~7!

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra for a Fibonacci lattice at differe
temperatures:T50 K ~solid line!, 77 K ~dashed line!, 300 K ~dotted
line!, and 800 K~dot-dashed line!.
a-
t

ic

Since at room temperature the characteristic features of
long-range order are still present in the optical-absorpt
spectra, whereas atT5800 K they cannot be detected, w
can conclude there exists a critical value of the number
coherently coupled centers to probe the long-range order.
can estimate this critical number from Eq.~7! to lie between
N* (T5300 K)516 andN* (T5800 K)512.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have studied numerically the absorpt
spectra of Frenkel excitons on Fibonacci lattices. Excito
phonon coupling has been taken into account because it
major limiting factor of the quantum coherence. This coh
ence is responsible for satellite lines in the high-energy
gion of the optical spectrum. We have demonstrated that
characteristic features due to the long-range order of
bonacci lattices are observed even at room temperature.
number of coherently bound centers needed to probe
long-range order turns out to be of the order ofN* 515.
Thus, excitons are indeed a probe of the underlying qu
periodicity even at room temperature. This conclusi
should facilitate future experimental work on linear syste
with long-range order.
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